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Welcome to the Shire
We’ve always heard that April showers bring May flowers. With the
bounty of rain that we have received at the beginning of the month, I can only
imagine the blooms that we’ll have in the next month. Of course, it also slows
down the work being done at Lord Longstride’s, as well. Many people have put
their hands forward to assist in working on Pinecroft. I think everyone is looking forward to the end result.
The shire is also working on building with people, as well. We have seen
a surge of newcomers, and welcome them all in our fold happily. It’s always a
delight to see what new people have come our way, curious about what we offer, as much as we’re curious about what they can teach us. There’s a possibility of more fighters, more artists and singers, more crafters, and we’re always
excited to help these potential skills grow.
Before long, May will come, and with it will come Steppes Warlord, one
of our favorite events. That doesn't mean we will bide our time and eschew all
the other nearby events,, because we enjoy our time with our southern and central Ansteorrans. Steppes Warlord was a turning point for a few of our shiremates. I learned that I enjoy painting scrolls, and hope to better myself. I also
saw three shiremates excel in the bardic competition, and hope to join them this
year, possibly with others urged to do so.
April and May seem to be the months of blooming and progress. I look
forward to seeing the progress that everyone here makes.
In service Iona Nic Oitir
Chronicler

“THE BATHER’S COMPENDIUM”
“Easter has come and gone. Did you have a good
bath? This would be a pressing issue over a thousand years ago, especially if you were a reformed
monk or a nun living in England. Everyone in their
communities was supposed to wash before the
lengthy, elaborate church services, followed by the
lengthy and just as elaborate celebrations for Easter.
There were instructions on how to bathe, which
were preserved in the Unified Rule.
According to the Unified Rule, on the Saturday after Good Friday, the helpers had to shave and
bathe themselves. If there wasn’t enough time for all
the monks to wash on Saturday, some could bathe
after Vespers on Good Friday. Washing was also
part of the Easter ceremonies, taken from the gospels—Jesus washed his disciples’ feet the night before he was killed. Monks would re-enact this on
Maundy Thursday (also known as the day before
Good Friday).
They would also wash the hands and feet of
the poor people from the community and offer them

food and money. This was a ceremony known as
Mandatum, named after one of the bibilical passages
quoted in music for the ceremony. The passage read,
“A new commandment I give unto you - that you
love one another, as I have loved you.”
Abbots would also wash the feet of the
monks before Easter. It was stipulated in the Unified Rule that after Vespers on Maundy Thursday,
the brothers would have their meal, but only after
they had washed their feet first. The abbott had to
wash their feet in his own basin, drying and then
kissing them. The monks would then wash their
own hands.
This type of washing became a later analogy
to Easter being a time of baptism, both for monks
and for churches. This didn’t mean that monks and
nuns wouldn’t wash during other times of the year.
They also bore a comb, nail-knife, and had multiple
signs for bathing in their monastic sign language.
Bathing was actually a regular occurrence.
Happy Easter bathing!”

COOKING IN THE MIDDLE AGES
When medieval recipes come to mind, many
people likely think our ancestors ate such meals as horse
eyes and sheep testes, to name a few disgusting-sounding
meals. This couldn’t be further from the truth, however.
Sure, there are likely some recipes that have such ingredients, but most of them were along the lines of soups,
stews, pies, and had very little meat unless you were rich
or noble.
The basis of a common meal was made of cereal
grains and the stew pot, which was used mainly to boil
leafy vegetables and a variable amount of locally available meat, if there was any. Such meals would include
recipes for pork-and-peas, veal pies, brussel sprouts,
stewed leeks, slices of fried and curdled cheese, fish stew,
chicken and rabbit stew, cheese tarts, and other varieties
of pies, roasted and fried meats, and stews.
Thanks to many medieval cookbooks, or manifests, that started in the 1200s, we find that many of the
foods our modern cooks pull from are the same foods
that medieval cooks pulled from. In fact, there was no
category of food that wasn’t used, be it for stock, fats, or

other. In fact, the medieval diet was neither restricted,
unhealthy, nor was it monotonous.
When John of Garland drafted his Dictionarius, a
dictionary of palatable foods, in 1250, he provided his
readers with a detailed inventory of the contents of a
good Parisian garden in his time. It was necessary and
common for Parisians to have a common garden plot
with a few fruit trees, even in the most densely populated towns. The gardens were, if not commonplace in every backyard, highly valued. Physicians could, and did,
speculate about the virtues of various fruits, while scholars took their information on pruning, diseases, grafting,
and more, from the actual farmers to create their own
compendia on agriculture.
Accounts of food cried by street-peddlers are a
source of information about early diet. Cooks and their
kitchen-boys would cry out their hot pies, pork and
geese, while market stalls would hold treasured mussels,
berries and lemons for sale, or trade. Even milk, as dubious as it could be from sickly animals, had a desire,
though keeping it for long in the kitchen was unwise.

“DEAR EDUN” ADVICE COLUMN
Dear Edun,
I have always heard stories about the fae
and how to call them. My brothers told me once
that playing a pipe out in the darkness would call
them, and my older sister told me that I had to
put toadstools in a ring to lure them out. Neither
have worked, and now I don’t know what I should
do in order to call to the fairies. I definitely don’t
want to take any advice from my older siblings.
Do you have any advice?
- Fae Hearted
Dear Fae Hearted,
Perhaps you haven’t heard from your mother,
but calling to the fae can be a dangerous thing. There
are some who will give you good rewards, but you must
remember that with the good, there are the bad. However, if you are set upon calling the fae, and if you’ve
finished listening to the horrible suggestions your
brothers and sister are giving you, I can give you a list
of things to do in order to attempt to lure the fae to
you. I should point out that this isn’t a positive way to
do so, but you will hopefully win favor with them, and
in time they will reveal themselves to you.
What you will do is build a faerie alter. You’ll
want to build this a good distance away from your
home, since they tend to contain negative energy and
thoughts. It doesn’t have to be a mile or even half a
mile away, just far enough that people won’t bother it.
Find a nice place to build it, one that you feel has power. A tree trunk or a tucked away place is a good spot,
especially a place that has dappled sunlight, since the
fae do like both the shadows and the warmth. Be sure
to also stay away from passages that are heavily used, as
the fae dislike noise.
Clean the area well. When I say well, I mean
VERY well. The fae will not approach a messy alter.
They dislike the clutter of human, as much as the
smell, so be sure to use rainwater and oils from flowers
to help clean the area. Pick up sticks, stones, and any

other unsightly items from the area that will be your
faerie alter.
Once it has been cleaned, then decorate it.
Look for beautiful objects, such as ribbon, pretty
stones, flowers and plants, special rocks that mean
something to you or are pretty. Plant fragrant flowers
and herbs to attract the younger fae. As you are decorating it, sing or talk to the fae. Keep a soft voice as
you do. If you aren’t able to sing, then play an instrument, again softly. Light a candle or place a few fragrant drops of perfume into a small bowl or cup.
The most essential part of a faerie alter is offerings. They delight in the sweetness, so a piece of fruit
or honey will tempt them. Some even like the sweetness of mead. Leave it for them for a day or two, allowing them to taste as they like, then remove and replace
the offering. Do not forget, as you are doing this, that
you must believe with all of your heart in the fae, and
that your alter will draw them to you. You can help
this by asking anyone you please to tell you stories of
the fae. Do be cautioned that not all will be pleasant or
light.
You’re sure to be asking yourself how you
know when this works. You’ll feel it in your heart. It’s
such a silly answer, I know, but there will be a lightness
and happiness around you. The fae are often invisible,
but they sometimes wish to show themselves to those
who have gained favor. This may not be a full embodiment you see, but small pinpoints of lights. These
lights will be all sizes and colors, and sometimes have
different meanings, though any human who could
guess what those meanings are would be a scholar of
the fae, and I doubt any exist.
Should you see any points of light, give it a
smile, whether you think it may be a faerie or not.
Give it your love and gratitude. Continue to share offerings with them, especially if you have made it by
hand, because the fae will see this as a gesture of love.
The fae are creative communicators. They’ve been
known to whisper thoughts and ideas at random, so
perhaps you have already been visited by one.

MEDIEVAL RECIPES CORNER
Veal in Bokenade
15th Century English
1/4 lb veal or stew beef
1 cup beef broth or stock
1/4 cup almond flour
2 tsp. rice flour
1/4 tsp. ginger
1/4 tsp. galingale
1 slice of white bread
1/8 tsp. cinnamon
1/8 tsp. mace
1/8 tsp cubebs
1/4 cup onion, sliced
1 Tbsp. currants
pinch of saffron

fron and rice flour, and cook until
reaching desired thickness. If desired,
serve beside or on top of rice.
Roman Meatloaf
4th Century Rome
2 lbs. ground beef
5 eggs
3 tsp. dried parsley or 3 tbsp. fresh
1 tsp. dried oregano or 1 tbsp. fresh
1 tsp black pepper
Enough broth to moisten the mixture

Roman Gravy
4th Century Rome
2 cups beef broth
8 oz. mushrooms
1/2 tsp. dried parsley (or 1/2 tbsp if fresh)
3 tsp dried oregano (or 3 tbsp. if fresh)
1 tbsp. Grains of Paradise
1 tsp black pepper

Put broth and spices in a pot on the
stove. Boil until thickened. Slice mushrooms and add to broth. Cook until
mushrooms are tender. Ladle over slices
Moisten the herbs with broth and grind of meatloaf.
them in a mortar if they are fresh beApplemoyse
fore mixing with remaining ingredients. If not, then just mix all ingredi3 cups apple sauce
Mix almond flour to beef broth and stir ents together with a gloved hand until 3/4 cup sugar
until blended well (or use a blender) to it takes on a uniform consistency. Put 3 egg yolks
mixture in a metal loaf pan and bake
make almond milk. Mix almond milk,
1/2 tsp. cinnamon
beef, ginger, galingale, cinnamon, mace, for 45 minutes to an hour at 350.
1/2 tsp. ginger
cubebs, onions, and currents into a pan Check to make sure internal temperaon stove, cook until the meat is tender ture is at least 160 with a meat therMix ingredients in saucepan. Heat unmometer. Serve with Roman Gravy.
and onions are transparent. Add saftil boiling or thick. Serve warm or cold.

Fifty Shades of Graywood
We meet again, my little Graydrops,

by Avice Emeny

sweet family of five has the same enchantment that they hold
over the shire. One cannot pass by the might Rowan without
My, but what a happy little puddle of bliss we all
a desire to brush at her soft hair and admire how sweet a darare! There’s very little dribbles of gossip that I have been able ling she and her sisters truly are. Does this family perhaps
to drink from, but that doesn’t mean I haven’t found any at brew special potions to give them all such beatific qualities?
all.
Now that we speak of enchantresses and spells, this
Our shire is certainly known for the hulking men and one’s little damp eye has fixed on a certain black and white
their great beards. It is one certain hulking man, taller than pup. One look into the sweet eyes of this one, and you would
most, with his beard that has drawn this little dewdrop’s at- give your whole meal and your bed, as well as whatever else
tention. I’ll not give any names, but I will say he certainly
you may have with you. Sorrow should be her name, for she
knows how to ROLL and jab with his sword. He’s also a
looks as though she mourns what she asks you, and yet, she
beast at the anvil. Fighters beware of this beast’s muscles, or asks with such a pitiful gaze as her paw taps your knee. This
he may show you just how meaty they truly are. He practical- vixen ran away with my meal and my heart. Should her masly had a few women sizzling at the forge, and a few demons ter and mistress make use of her mournful gaze, they would
rushing from the heat he exuded. A certain lovely peacock’s
surely live in riches.
feathers just might get scorched, but she may like it!
It’s time to slip back down into our little puddle of
Mentioning dewdrops, a certain family has added
Graywood and see what I can seep out for our next rendezanother droplet to their now family of four. If anyone has
vous. Until then, my droplets—Avice Emeny
had the chance to admire the adorable, cherub-cheeked dar(Congratulations to Henry and Jehane Wolfhart on their addiling, then you’ll surely come to the conclusion that I have.
tion, Gideon Wright , who was born on March 6th, 2018. Both
Either this family wields charms, or their children are the
mother and child are hale and hearty, big brother has met his
epitome of sweetness. Then again, perhaps they are all secretly new protégé, and father has happily met and held his new son.
enchanters. I am certain it’s the latter, and that another
Welcome, little Graywooder! We can’t wait to see you bloom!)

WE WISH A HAPPY BIRTHDAY
TO THESE PEOPLE:
APRIL 6TH—ULRICH VON TOLSTAT
APRIL 7TH—KAREN SMITH
APRIL 8TH—ROSE HAWTHORNE
APRIL 15TH—THORLAND O’SHAE
APRIL 26TH—EMMA WRIGHT
29TH—GEMMA CADWYN
Happy first birthday, Killian blood!

OFFICERS OF THE SHIRE OF GRAYWOOD
SENESCHAL
WALTER LONGSTRIDE/THOM BELMONT
SENESCHAL@GRAYWOOD.ANSTEORRA.ORG

RESEARCH HERALD
ELIZABETHE CADWYN/MARIAH LAMBARGE
HERALD@GRAYWOOD.ANSTEORRA.ORG

MINISTER OF ARTS & SCIENCE
ROSE HAWTHORNE/AMANDA HERON
ROSEOFGRAYWOOD@GMAIL.COM

DEPUTY SENESCHALS
FEARGHUS HAWTHORNE/JIM HERON
THORNOFGRAYWOOD@GMAIL.COM

SCRIBE
ELIZABETHE CADWYN/MARIAH LAMBARGE
HERALD@GRAYWOOD.ANSTEORRA.ORG

PERFORMANCE DIRECTOR and
DEPUTY ARTS AND SCIENCE MINISTER
JEHANE WOLFHART/SHELBY WRIGHT
MAESTRAOFGRAYWOOD@GMAIL.COM

KNIGHT MARSHALL
GORICK MACRAITH/MIKE MCNELLIS
KNIGHTMARSHALL
@GRAYWOOD.ANSTEORRA.ORG
DEPUTY KNIGHT MARSHALL
KILIAN MACRAITH/J.D. SCOTT
KILIANOFGRAYWOOD@GMAIL.COM
AMARIS MARINARO/RUTH CANTU
AMARISOFGRAYWOOD@GMAIL.COM
EXCHEQUER
RONJA MACRAITH / MELANIE SCOTT
EXCHEQUER@GRAYWOOD.ANSTEORRA.ORG
DEPUTY EXCHEQUER
LISETTE D’AMOUR/ALYSSA MINSHEW
LISETTEOFGRAYWOOD@YAHOO.COM
CRY HERALD
MELANIE PARRISH
(COMING SOON)

DEPUTY HERALD
WIWAZ/CHARLES MILLER
WEBMINISTER
@GRAYWOOD.ANSTEORRA.ORG
HOSPITALER
MILES GREGORY CADWYN/ADAM BURKETT
HOSPITALLER@GRAYWOOD.ANSTEORRA.ORG
DEPUTY HOSPITALER
LISETTE D’AMOUR/ALYSSA MINSHEW
LISETTEOFGRAYWOOD@YAHOO.COM
YOUTH MINISTER
GEMMA LONGSTRIDE CADWYN/
JORDAN BRUNNER
GRAYWOODYOUTHMINISTER@GMAIL.COM
DEPUTY YOUTH MINISTER
LYNN PARISH
GRAYWOODYOUTHMINISTER@GMAIL.COM
ARCHERY MARSHALL
TAKING APPLICATIONS

RAPIER MARSHALL
TAKING APPLICATIONS
(TBD)
WEBMINISTER
WIWAZ/CHARLES MILLER
WEBMINISTER
@GRAYWOOD.ANSTEORRA.ORG
DEPUTY WEBMINISTER
FEARGHUS HAWTHORNE/JIM HERON
THORNOFGRAYWOOD@GMAIL.COM
CHRONICLER OF GRAYWOOD
IONA NIC OITIR/HEATHER MILLER
CHRONICLER@GRAYWOOD.ANSTEORRA.ORG
DEPUTY CHRONICLER
JEHANE WOLFHART/SHELBY WRIGHT
CHRONICLER@GRAYWOOD.ANSTEORRA.ORG
HENRY WOLFHART/HENRY WRIGHT
CHRONICLER@GRAYWOOD.ANSTEORRA.ORG

~COME JOIN US~
at the

Middle Eastern Culture Symposium
on July 28th, 2018 in Athens, TX

Learn about the living culture of Middle
Eastern countries in the Medieval era.

Dancing—Songs—Food—Garments
5550 FM 2495, Athens, TX 75752

OUR LADY AQUITANE, THE BOLD
Who knew that being born to
an illegitimate family would be
the perfect upstart to someday
becoming queen in two countries, and later become a crusader? It happens if your life
was a great scandal before you
were even born, which was the
case for Eleanor of Aquitaine.
Her grandfather, Duke William IX was married when he
met his future mistress, Dangereuse, but in a court known
for conducting open affairs, it took little time for him to
flaunt her beneath his wife’s nose. He moved Dangereuse
into his own home, getting himself excommunicated. It didn’t change matters, because his mistress remained where she
was by marrying her daughter Aenor to William’s son, the
future William X of Aquitaine.
From that marriage came a son, who died young,
and two daughters, Eleanor and Petronilla. As the elder
daughter, she gained possession of her father’s duchy at his
passing, which marked her as a valuable possession. Kidnapping a rich heiress was a common action of that time, so her
father had the foresight to betroth her to the future King
Louis VII. Soon after her father’s death, she and Louis were
married, and shortly after that, his father died, making the
teenage couple rulers of France.
She was not popular, however. The French court
despised how outspoken and opinionated Eleanor was. Louis’ advisors hated the influence she had on her husband.
There was also the complication of her sister Petronilla falling in love with Louis’ cousin, who was already married.
When he divorced his wife to marry Petronilla, the Pope ex
-communicated him, while Eleanor pressured Louis to publicly approve their marriage. This infuriated the pope, especially because Eleanor began pressuring Bernard of Clairvaux, a high ranking religious official, to sway the pope to
drop the excommunication. The pope slapped at her, forcing Eleanor to take a step back, adding strain to an already
stressed marriage.
When Louis got involved in the Crusade,
Eleanor offered her own knights to follow Louis and came
along, believing the Crusade to be a strain of money and
resources the country didn’t need. More women followed

after their husbands, and enemies blamed Eleanor when the
second Crusade failed by inciting more women to go on the
crusade. By the end of it, her relationship was cracked heavily, resulting in them riding in separate ships, refusing to talk
to each other.
Louis and she annulled their marriage, and Eleanor’s property reverted back to her. On her way back
home, two attempts to kidnap her were foiled. Knowing
that these two men, Theobald, Count of Blois, and Geoffrey
Plantagenet, were merely the beginning of future attempts,
she chose to marry Henry Plantagenet, the duke of Normandy and Anjou, and heir to the English throne. Knowing she
first had to get consent from the king of France, since they
were both rulers of French vassal states, they instead married in secret, less than two months after her annulment.
Louis found out, of course, and declared war on them, and
failed.
Her first marriage was as unhappy as her first, since
Henry had all the power and wasn’t known for fidelity.
With her three oldest sons, she plotted a revolt against Henry. The plot failed, and when Henry found out, Eleanor fled
to France, only to be captured and put under house arrest
for sixteen years. She was only released when Henry needed
her, such as the holidays, and to settle a land dispute. In
time, he came to understand that he needed Eleanor at his
side to maintain a hold on power. Even then, she was supervised heavily, and her movements were restricted.
At her husband’s passing, her son Richard became
king. He was, at the time, out of the country, so Eleanor
ruled as regent in his place. When Richard passed, his brother John took the throne, and signed a treaty to end all hostility with France. Richard’s son, Arthur, built a rebellion
against his uncle, because the throne should have gone to
him, and he sorely wanted it. Richard had, to appease his
brother and keep him from stealing the throne during his
reign, made John his heir instead. Though a teenager, Arthur gained support from the dukes of Maine, Anjou, and
Tourraine for his bid for the English throne. Eleanor was
sick, tired, and almost eighty, and squashed the rebellion
with the assistance of Richard’s most loyal lieutenant, by
attacking the three dukes’ land, and caused Arthur to flee.
She died soon after, placed to rest beside her husband and
son, with a tomb effigy two inches higher than Henry’s.

MONTHLY
CALENDAR

ANSTEORRAN CALENDAR OF EVENTS

April 8th—
FIGHTER PRACTICE—2:OO
@ NICHOLS GREEN PARK in
6-8
JACKSONVILLE, TX

April 12th—
DO SOMETHING NIGHT @
6:00 P.M. at THE BENNETTS’
in NACOGDOCHES, TX.

April 19th—
BARDIC @ 6:30
LOCATION TBD

April 21st—
CASTLE on the LAKE in
JACKSONVILLE, TX
(Contact Rose for info)

6-8
13-15
20-22
20-22

20-22

27-29

April 22nd—
FIGHTER PRACTICE—2:00
@ ELLEN TROUT PARK in
LUFKIN, TX

May 3rd—
POPULACE @ 6:30
Jalapeno Tree
NACOGDOCHES, TX

4-6

4-6
11-13
18-20
18-20

25-27
Have an article, a picture, a story, or
an idea you’d like to see published?
Contact us at
chronicler@graywood.ansteorra.org
or on facebook—
The Shire of Graywood.

Be sure to also visit our website at:
www.graywood.ansteorra.org

SCA Demo at the
Norman Medieval Fair
in Namron (Norman, OK)
Elfsea Defender in Elfsea
(Fort Worth, TX)
Coronation in Mooneschadow
(Stillwater, OK)
Stargate Baronial in Stargate
(Houston, TX)
Shakespearean Festival in Loch
Soilleir/Stargate (Bellville, TX)
Wisenfeuer Baronial and
Royal Huntsman
(Oklahoma City, OK)
Defender of the Flame
Glaslyn (Denton, TX)

JUNE 2018
8-10

23

23
30

Known World Heralds and
Scribal Symposium in
AEthelmearc
(Pennsylvania)
Swords for St. Jude in
Calontir (New Kirk, KS)
Bonwicke Artisans in
Bonwicke (Lubbock, TX)
Kingdom Fiber Arts
Symposium in Eldern Hills
(Duncan, OK)

JULY 2018
7

Steppes Artisan in
Steppes (Dallas, TX)
13-15 Crown Tournament in
Bjornsborg (La Vernia, TX)
21
Summer Roundtable—TBD
28
Middle Eastern Culture
Co-Baronials—Loch Baronial
Symposium in Rosenfeld/
and Stargate Event
Graywood (Athens, Tx)
Loch Soillier (Clear Lake, TX)
Namron Beltane in Namron
(Norman, OK)
Queen’s Champion in
25
Serpent’s Symposium in
Brad Leah (Wichita Falls, TX)
Loch Soillier (Clear Lake, TX)
Castellan— TBD
31-2 Braggart’s War in Brad Leah
Guardian of the Tor
(Chico, TX)
Dragonsfire Tor
(Stephenville, TX)
Steppes Warlord in
Steppes (Dallas, TX)
1
Fall Baronial hosted by
The Norman Invasion
Bryn Gwlad (Austin, TX)
Calontir Kingdom
14-16 Triumphe of the Eclipse—TBD
(Valley Center, KS)
14-16 Defender of the Fort in
Raven’s Fort (Huntsville, TX)
21-23 Rosenfeld Champion and
Three Things in Rosenfeld
(Tyler, Tx)
Myrgenfeld Collegium
28-30 War of Ages—TBD
Myrgenfeld (Guthrie, OK)
King’s College—TBD

MAY 2018

April 26th—
DO SOMETHING NIGHT @
6:3o P.M. at AMARIS’ in
BURKE, TX

APRIL 2018

25-28

AUGUST 2018

SEPTEMBER 2018

JUNE 2018
1-3
8-10

